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One of my superpowers is the ability to come up with names for dishes. I play with puns,
literary allusions, alliteration, and assonance. But in the case of this particular eggplant
recipe, I cannot, for the life of me, come up with anything better than the name by which it is
known in my immediate circle: "That Eggplant Thing."

"Did you make That Eggplant Thing?" my daughter asks hopefully as she dumps a mountain
of college dorm laundry in the mudroom at the beginning of spring break.

"Where’s That Eggplant Thing?" my husband shouts up to me as he trawls the refrigerator for
a snack.
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And whenever I ask someone, "What can I bring to your party?" the reply invariably is, "Could
you manage That Eggplant Thing?"

It never lasts long enough to go bad, That Eggplant Thing, because it is so versatile. I'd define
it as a "spreadable:" that marvelous category of food such as hummus or dips that takes you
effortlessly from mid-afternoon to mid-evening so adroitly that your guests may never
notice you haven't served dinner. But on the (rare) chance there is some left over, I can parlay
it into almost every meal: over rice, buckwheat, and roast potatoes as a main dish, slathered
into sandwiches, swirled on top of hummus, baba ganoush, and labneh for a snack, and
spooned over scrambled eggs for breakfast. When no one's looking, I just eat it plain, directly
from the jar. Delicious.

That Eggplant Thing began life with Alison Roman's attempt to replicate her neighborhood
falafel joint's Eggplant Thing, in her debut cookbook, "Dining In." In Alison's version, the key
ingredients were Harissa and cumin. I was dying to try it but could not run a jar of Harissa to
ground in Moscow. So, I did what I have done for two decades of living in Russia: I improvised
with local ingredients. Harissa may be hard to find in The Big Potato, but a jar of its Georgian
cousin, Adjika is always to hand. This marvelous Caucasian condiment consists of the same
ingredients as Harissa (garlic, spicy chili peppers, salt, and vinegar) but can also include
sweet red peppers, Georgian spices, herbs, tomato paste, and even walnuts. This makes Adjika
a bit sweeter and more pungent than Harissa, with less heat and a bit less bite.

Sometimes I am wary of my culinary improvisations, but not in this instance. Adjika and
eggplant are a high-altitude version of bacon and eggs. To them, I confidentially added other
Georgian ingredients that play equally nicely with eggplant: pomegranate, Khmeli-Suneli
spice mix (a traditional Georgian blend of basil, dill, parsley, fenugreek, coriander, marigold,
bay leaf, summer savory, and celery seed) tomato paste, and fresh chopped herbs.

Eggplant season is upon us — my farmer's market is practically paying me to take them away,
so this is a great time to make That Eggplant Thing. For best results, choose smaller, longer
eggplants rather than the large globe ones; discs provide more surface area than cubes. I
always advocate salting eggplant before frying it to get rid of the bitter juice and to soften it
up before frying. Because fry you must with That Eggplant Thing, and in a shocking amount of
olive oil. But that's what makes everyone come back for more. Trust me.

My favorite way to consume That Eggplant Thing is with grilled flatbreads and labneh, a
yogurt cheese that is very easy to make. It's cool, creamy smoothness contrasts delectably
with That Eggplant Thing’s slightly crunchy, hot, piquancy. Add some fresh pomegranate
seeds for a pop of color and refreshing zing, and soon you too will be fielding that perennial
question, "got any more of That Eggplant Thing?"

That Eggplant Thing with Labneh 

For the Labneh

Ingredients

2 cups (475 ml) plain whole-milk yogurt



1½ Tbsp salt

Instructions

Line a fine-mesh sieve with a cheesecloth or a clean dishtowel.
Stir the salt into the yogurt, then pour the mixture into the prepared sieve, and place it
over a bowl. Place in the refrigerator for a minimum of 2 hours or up to overnight. The
mixture will thicken into a spreadable substance. Store in the refrigerator in a covered
glass container for up to a week.

That Eggplant Thing*

Ingredients

4-6 small, firm eggplants sliced into 1-centimeter slices
6 cloves garlic, grated finely on a microplane
¼ cup (60 ml) Georgian adjika sauce
2 Tbsp pomegranate syrup
3 Tbsp distilled vinegar
1 Tbsp tomato paste
2 tsp salt, plus more for salting the eggplant slices
1 Tbsp Khmeli-Suneli spice mix (available online or specialized grocery stores)
1¼ (300 ml) cup fine olive oil

Garnish

½ cup (125 ml) chopped fresh mint, tarragon, dill
2 Tbsp of pine nuts walnuts (optional)
¼ cup (60 ml) fresh pomegranate seeds

Instructions

Salt the sliced eggplant with a generous handful of regular table salt and stack in a
colander set on a slant to drain for 2-3 hours.
Whisk the remaining ingredients except the olive oil together in a bowl and set aside. Do
this at least 30 minutes before the cooking to allow the flavors to bloom.
Pat the eggplant slices dry with paper towel. Line a clean cookie sheet with more paper
towels.
Pour oil in a large skillet or frying pan to the height of ½ centimeter. Heat slowly over
medium heat, taking care not to let the oil get too hot and burn. Fry the eggplant slices
in batches for 5-9 minutes until they are brown on both sides. Remove with tongs to the
prepared cookie sheet to drain.
When the eggplant is all done, add the adjika mixture to the skillet, taking care when it
splatters up. Reduce heat and let simmer very gently for three minutes. Add the fried
eggplant to the skillet and toss gently to combine.
Serve at room temperature with lots of fresh chopped herbs, nuts (if using) and
pomegranate seeds.

Some Other Ways to Enjoy That Eggplant Thing



Swirl into sour cream and cover with fresh herbs and serve as a dip with chips or
crudités.
Spoon over grilled meat (particularly lamb!).
Top scrambled eggs with That Eggplant Thing.
Add to a grain bowl with rice, soba noodles, or buckwheat.
Toss with roast vegetables (peppers, zucchini, onions etc.) and top a hearty salad of
bitter greens or spinach and scallions.

*Adapted from Alison Roman's "Fried Eggplant with Harissa and Dill" from "Dining In."
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